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ON LAKSHMIKANTHAM'S COMPARISON

FOR ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

GIOVANNI VIDOSSICH

ABSTRACT.   The paper describes the relation between Lakshmikan-

tham's comparison and other known facts.

V. Lakshmikantham introduced in [4] a new setting for the comparison of

ordinary differential equations.  The aim of this paper is to show that Lak-

shmikantham's comparison is a special case, in the sense explained by the

statement of the theorem  below, of the pairing comparison considered in

Vidossich [6].   The implications of this discovery are:   (i) all the results in

the framework of Lakshmikantham's pairing can be generalized by setting

them in the framework of the pairing comparison; (ii)  the   stability theorem

Lakshmikantham and Leela [5, Theorem 2.13.1] claimed as new is in reality

a special case of an older one [5, Theorem 2.13.3] which appeared in Conti

and Sansone [2].

The above claims are consequences of the  theorem below.  Concerning

(i), we avoid carrying out the program since the interested reader can do it

easily; the proofs of the generalizations can be based on the existing argu-

ments of the theorems to be generalized simply by substituting ||.||  by ||-||   .

We refer to Lakshmikantham and Leela [5], Ladas and Lakshmikantham [3]

and Becker and Vidossich [l, Theorem 4] for the related results and bibliography.

Theorem.   Let  X  be a Banach space,  A C R x X, 8CR2   and f, g ; A—>X,

co : B —>R  continuous functions.   Let  0 : ]0, (] —*R  be such that

lim «« . o.
MO    h

Then each one of the following statements,

(1) ||x + hf(t, x)\\ < ||x|| + Mr, ||x||) + 0(h),

(2) \\x-y + hifit, x) - fit, y))\\ < \x - y\\ + hcoit, \\x - y\\) + 0(A),

(3) \\x-y + h(f(t, x) - g(t, y))\\ < \\x - y\\ + holt, \x - y||) + 0(h),

implies the corresponding one of the following statements,

(D* (fit, x), x)_<co(t, HPHI,
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(2)* ifit, x)-fit, y),x-y)_<coit, \\x - y\)\x - y\\,

(3)* ifit, x) - git, y), x - y)_ < coit, \\x - y\\)\\x - y||,

but the converse fails.   In other words, we have

(•.■)_»(,•) **(i)       (i=i,2, 3).

In the above statement, (•,•)_  denotes the generalized inner product

on a Banach space  X,

ix, y)_ = inf\hix)\h e ]iy)\,

where  / : X —> 2*   is the duality map

/(*) = {* e X*\\\b\\ = \\x\\,hix)= \\x\\2\.

When X is a Hilbert space, (•,•)_   coincides with the inner product.

Proof of Theorem.   First we note the following property of the generalized

pairing

(*) (x + y,  x)_ = ||x||2 + (y,  x)_.

For, choosing  h £ fix),  we have

hix + y) = hix) + hiy) = ||x||    + hiy)

from which we have (*)   by taking  inf,.

(1) => (1)*.   From (1) it follows that

hah, ||x||) + Oih) > \\x + hfit, x)\\ - \\x\\.

We have

kcoit, \\x\\)\\x\\ + 0(A)||*|| > ||x + hfit, x)\\\\x\\ - \\x\\2

(by the preceding inequality)

>ix + hfit, x), x)_- ||x||2

(by Cauchy-Schwartz inequality)

> ||x||2 + (^/a, x), x)_- ||x||2    (by  (*))

= hifit, x), x)_ .

Dividing both members of this inequality by  h > 0  and taking  lim, ,n  we get

(D*.
(2)=»(2)     and (3)=>(3)    can be proved as  (1)=»(1)  .  The other part of

the Theorem will be proved by exhibiting counterexamples in the real line.

(1)*=*(1).  Let  X= R  and define  /, a> : R x ]0, l]-»R  by

fit, x) = sin x~    = coit, x).

Then (1)    holds for /, co.   Assume (1) holds for some function  0 with

lira,, A Oih)/h) = 0  and argue for a contradiction.   Fix h e ]0,  l].   There is a

sequence (x,    )     in jO, h]   such that  lim    x,      =0  and  sin(l/x,    ) =—1. We
' 77,77   77 77       77,77 77,77

have
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\Xh.n + hf{t'  Xh.n^ = h-Xb,n'

\xh_ J + hoit, \xhJ) + 0(h) = xhn - h + 0(h).

Therefore from the assumed (1) we have

h - x,      < x,      - h + 0(h).
h.n —     h. n

Taking  lim    we get   h <-A + 0(h)  which implies  0(h)/h> 2 (all h),  a con-

tradiction.

(2)*¥>(2). Let X=R and define /: R+xR^R, co : R2^R by

/(r, x) = -tx,        oj(l, x) = 0.

Since /(/, •)   is decreasing, (2)    holds for  /, co.   Assume (2) holds for some

function  0 with  lim, ,A0(h)/h) = 0,   and argue for a contradiction.   Fix  h>0.

There are sequences (x,    )     (y,    )     of real numbers such that
^ b,n «'    ■/ h ,n n

0 < x,      - y,      <A    and    lirnU       - y,    ) = 0.
fl.n      ^A),n h,n      Jh.n

n

Let  t,      = l/(x,      - y,    ).   We have
h,n '      h,n      J b,n

\xu    -yu    + *(/('*,   , *,   )-A'fc   - y^   ))| = A - (x     - y,   ),1   n,n      7n,n '     h,n      h ,n        '    h,n    J h,n    ' h.n      Jh ,n

|x,      - y,     \ + h(oit,     , \x       -y,     |) + 0(A) = x       -y       + 0(A).
1   h,n      J b,n' h,n    '   h.n      J h,n' h.n      J h,n

Therefore from the assumed (2) we have

h - (*»,    - y«.   )<xu    -yt    + 0(A).
h.n      'h.n    —     h.n h.n

Taking  lim    we get  A < 0(A)  which implies  0(h)/h> 1 (all A),   a contradic-

tion.

(3)   ¥>(3).  This follows by taking  g = f   in the above example used to

show (2)* ¥> (2).     q.e.d.
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